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1 Rides For The Month
3 rd July

Die Herberg

Oranjeville

10 th July

Amazingwe

Harties

17 th July

Karoo Kafe

Pretoria

24 th July

Anna’s Kitchen

3 Rivers

31 st July

Die Koffie Kan

Parys

Members – Peter, Eve, Nick, Patsy, Graham, Shane, Gail, Trevor, John, Janet, Jan, Susan, Frans,
Ellen, Big Rob, Marc, Deanna
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IN THIS , OUR 5th ISSUE :
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Heading Out

Warm Wishes!!!!

On the 12 th July is Eve’s birthday!
All the best from UJE and trust you have many,more!

The Breakfast Run Kitty as at end June stands at R 656-00.
R 100 was taken out for a donation for a Matric dress at the
Morgenzon Pitte Fees.

2 Upcoming Events
SAVE THESE DATES (PLEASE)!






October - Clarens
Swaziland
Frog Festival Chrissiesmeer – Early Dec
Vic Falls Next Year
5 t h August – Barnyard

(The Cherry Festival weekend which was mentioned in the
previous newsletter will have to wait till next year due to a lack
of accommodation)

Members – Peter, Eve, Nick, Patsy, Graham, Shane, Gail, Trevor, John, Janet, Jan, Susan, Frans,
Ellen, Big Rob, Marc, Deanna
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3 From the Whitehouse
John underwent surgery and is doing well, hopefully recuperating quickly so we will see
him up and about soon. Patsy is in good spirits despite the difficult time the treatment is
causing. Marc and Deanna’s daughter is also recovering well. Best wishes to all of you.
What a busy, busy month it has been for our Chapter! So many lekker rides, a Pitte Fees
ride, a weekend away, plus plus plus!!!
Our “Christmas in Winter” weekend at the Karula lodge was an abolute blast, Friday
night’s karaoke was great at the time but looking at the videos afterwards very
embarrasing. The venue, the food and the company were great and the riding was
fantastic. We all had a great weekend and consensus was we must do this again.
There are way too many photos to add to the newsletter, somehow we will provide you
with copies.

4 Ride Reports
Green Olive
Thick mist greeted us on Sunday morning which
made riding difficult, especially for those of us who
wear specs. Riding with the visor up or down, the
result was the same, eventually the specs were
dispensed with, riding without them made no
difference, I still could see bugger all!
Pulling into the Wimpy John & Rob were already
there sitting on the newly enclosed balcony offering
a warm respite on this chilly morning.
The rest of the group trickled in, Nick proudly
wearing his bib from the rally. We set off heading
towards Bapsfontein but the going was slow due to
the mist. It was quite enjoyable but others did not share my enthusiasm.
Sticking to our system of waiting at an intersection Big Rob and
Graham were conspicuous by their absence... we waited for some time
and were just on the verge of going back to find them when they
appeared on the horison. It turns out Rob had a low tyre
pressure warning.
The mist was still quite thick and the slow pace meant we weren ’t
going to get to the venue on time, so we pulled over, duly informing
the restaurant we would be late. On arrival - first things first, hot
drinks. We all opted for the buffer breakfast except for Graham & Brad
who ordered from the menu but did not receive their food by the time
we were ready to go. The buffet was not as slick as the previous visit.
Rating this time 5/10. Marc and Deanna received their colours and we
look forward to them joining us on our regular breakfast runs.
Rating 5/10 (would score more in summer)

Members – Peter, Eve, Nick, Patsy, Graham, Shane, Gail, Trevor, John, Janet, Jan, Susan, Frans,
Ellen, Big Rob, Marc, Deanna
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GUESS WHO GOT THEIR COLOURS!!!!
Mooinooi Golf Club
We weren’t going to make it before the 10 am deadline, so with less than 30 mins to go and we
were still in Harties, it was decided That Van Gaalens Cheese Fram would do. Eight of us were
riding this weekend so it was a fair turnout. After breakfast Big Rob and I dec ided to go to the
Windmill and buy some Dutch biscuits.

Morgenzon Pitte Fees
This was hosted by the HIGHVELD Chapter. The event was posted on the Presidents whatsapp
group. The plea was to the Joburg, Pretoria and East Rand Clubs to come out and show their
support. Nick, Trevor, John and myself decided to ride out there as I had made a commitment
at the National Rally. We decided to avoid the N17 and ride via Balfour, Greylingstad,
Standerton, onto Morgenzon. The R23 is still undergoing major roadworks and we
encountered 4 stop & go points. Large sections of the roads are complete and it is a joy to
ride these. Once complete it will be a good road to travel alb eit curveless. The event was held
at the Agricultural School and it’s purpose was to raise funds for the school. Being in it’s 2nd
or 3rd year, attendance was quite low as it is also quite remote. On arrival we firstly needed
breakfast, but it was cold and almost finished by the time we got there. John, not one to
normally complain about a poor breakfast refused to eat his, whilst the rest of us tried to to
at least get something down. There were only 2 stalls and nothing else to look at, which left
us just sitting there chatting and having a beer or two. They had a couple of games such as a
slow race, tyre rolling and an intersting one where ladies had to retrieve a toilet roll from the
men who held it between their legs. The ladies had to use a stick which was held between
theirs –Mmmm?? A prize was given to the club with the biggest attendance. We joined forces
with Highveld and duly won the valuable and coveted prize of an engraved mirror!!

Members – Peter, Eve, Nick, Patsy, Graham, Shane, Gail, Trevor, John, Janet, Jan, Susan, Frans,
Ellen, Big Rob, Marc, Deanna
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Youth Day 16 June
(As submitted by Nick) Hiya Peter. Ride report for yesterday. Marc Graham
and Nick met at 9 at Wimpy. The weather was great for riding so off we went
at 9.15 heading down out of town to Bapsfontein on Benoni road with me in
the lead and Graham sweeping. The roads were quite busy being a public
holiday. After Bapsfontein we turned right and headed for Delmas. By now
the traffic had thinned out and we cranked up the pace a bit. No , make that
alot. As the roads are still in good nick it made for a lekker pacey ride. Before
Delmas we got onto the freeway towards Witbank and took the
Bronkhorstspruit off ramp. This road is also in a good state so again we
pushed the speed some. When we got near the dam the mist closed in, really
closed in and it was a dense wet mist so we were reduced to a 90km crawl at
times for about 10 kms until the time junction where the mist thinned
enough to make it safe again. Into the Wimpy we go only to find some UER's
in the persons of Joe Tish Clive and the man from Oman, Nigel. We greeted
them and received a big and very genuine friendly greeting in return. At a
point during breakfast Joe came over and we chatted about all sorts. All very
amenable and long lost buddy like. When they left there were friendly byes.
Graham had parked his bike in front of a pathway and was told there was a
fork lift truck trying to get beer to the store and so he dashed off in order to
avoid getting his BM forked up. We headed for home by turning left from the
P & P Centre and ended up on the road to Ekandustria. From there to
Cullinan, past Kitty Hawk and Mr Ball and I pulled into Que Sera while Marc
carried on home as he had a prior engagement. Qs was very quite so we
didn't even get our helmets off but pushed off back to Benoni to one of our
favourite watering holes. Another lekker day out and about on two wheels.

Her Majesteas
It was Father’s Day and as usual I had to take my daughter out (and pay for
the privilige, but that’s OK, that’s what Dad’s are there for!). A shorter run
was decided on so that members could be with their families after breakfast.
We did try and take the scenic route to the venue (as scenic as the Highveld
gets in Winter). Arriving at the venue we were greeted by a fireplace
radiating a much appreciated warmth which made the dining room very
cosy. Breakfast was once again very good with the option of 3 different sized
plates to suit various appetites and the food being very good as usual.
Rating 8/10

Members – Peter, Eve, Nick, Patsy, Graham, Shane, Gail, Trevor, John, Janet, Jan, Susan, Frans,
Ellen, Big Rob, Marc, Deanna
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Karula Weekend
The much anticipated weekend arrived with great expectations and excitement. 12 members
set off from the Wimpy out onto the N12, going around Witbank to avoid the toll road and
stopping off at Alzu Petroport for brekkies. This is where we met up with Big R ob who opted to
leave earlier and take the shorter route so he could stop more often to give his back some
relief. Back onto the N4 then Carolina, Badplaas. Enjoyed a few twisties before joining the R40
to Nelspruit and onto our destination – White River. Friday evening was a themed evening,
Black & White with a touch of Red. Everyone embraced the occasion as can be seen from the
pics. Special mention to Trevor aka Curly who really lived up to his nickname. Dinner was a 5
course yummy meal, whereafter we engaged in some Karaoke. It became very clear that there is
no “Idols” Material in our midst! The die hards carried on till after 11 pm, way past the time the
staff had inetnded to go home and to the annoyance of the lady running the Karaoke! Bleary
eyes and hoarse voices (well, SOME...) presented ourselves for a quick breakfast and we were
off for our day’s journey, but not before Graham fell over in the car park....
First stop – Barberton Makhonjwa Geotrail on the R40, but before setting off a pitstop was
required and a U-turn was made to the nearest garage, Ellen promptly falling over doing the U turn. Luckily no damage to bike or rider. As we left the “pitstop”, Graham, not wanting to be
outdone by any lady, got his fingers caught in the helmest chinstra p and fell over yet again!
That was fall number 3, and as things only happen in 3’s, the rest of us were quietly
assured that no one else would fall over for the rest of the day....
From there it was off to Kaapse Hoop for lunch. We didn’t linger too long there as there
was an important Boks vs Ireland game to be watched. There was a need to get to the Hotel
before 5, but not before more scenic riding, led by Jan who seems to know the ET area very
well.
Saturday night was a full on Christmas Dinner to celeb rate “Xmas in Winter”, with the
decorations, crackers, hats and streamers to boot! The menu was a lavish 5 course Xmas Dinner
including the traditional Turkey, Gammon, Xmas Pudding and all!
We even managed to get a birthday song (sung by the staff of Karula) and cake for Ellen and
Frans’ upcoming birthday and anniversary!
Sunday morning, and time to head back home, this time via Long Tom Pass, stopping at Misty
Mountain Lodge for a quick cuppa. Dullstroom was the Lunch destination , Rose’s Teagarden the
chosen venue. Then it was a mad dash home, once again going around Witbank to miss the
Tollgate. A memorable weekend for allthe right reasons – Great Food, Great Venue, Great Riding
and most of all -----Great Company!!!! The pics will tell the rest of the stories.....hee hee.
Karula rating 10/10!

See You All Next Week, Same Time, Same Place .

Members – Peter, Eve, Nick, Patsy, Graham, Shane, Gail, Trevor, John, Janet, Jan, Susan, Frans,
Ellen, Big Rob, Marc, Deanna
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5 Gallery

The first evening, before anyone got smashed or embarrassed themselves at Karaoke....

Trevor doing the “YOGA”

Oh Graham!
Oh Nick!
Oh Trevor!

Oh Peter!
Members – Peter, Eve, Nick, Patsy, Graham, Shane, Gail, Trevor, John, Janet, Jan, Susan, Frans,
Ellen, Big Rob, Marc, Deanna
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More Proof – Meeting Place Wimpy – As always

“KILLROY WAS HERE”
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